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Overview

How can you get more patients?
Take a moment to think this through. You get patients from
B2B (business to business) marketing – aka marketing to other
physicians and businesses (whether you are scoping out
physician referrals or marketing with payers or doing direct
deals with employers etc)
B2C (business to consumer) marketing – aka marketing to
prospective patients directly (whether you are doing digital
marketing, print and media advertising, workshops,
community outreach events etc)

Medical marketing to
businesses
Healthcare, in many ways, is like a retail business. Unless you have
ventured into telemedicine or started using telehealth as a
potential patient acquisition strategy, your patients are local to
you most of the time.
So, what kind of businesses can you market to?
Other physician practices
Businesses around your medical practice location(s)
Senior living centers
Home healthcare agencies
Many more…
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Medical marketing to
“people”
Regardless of whether you are marketing to other businesses or
not, you need to establish a direct marketing channel to draw
patients to your practice. You could be doing very well based on
other physician referrals, but please do not ignore this direct-topatients marketing channel.
There are several ways you can market directly to patients
Digital marketing
Print and advertising
Community outreach
Joint marketing campaigns with payers, other providers
promoting health
Health awareness seminars held at your office or other
locations
Many more…

How do you
create your
medical
marketing plan?
This is where most folks get stuck. They either get overwhelmed
by the entire marketing process, read up too much information or
attempt to do too much at one time.
We have also encountered practice leaders that set out in a year
deciding to “market the practice” without having a marketing
plan.. Nor do they set up marketing goals. This inevitably sets
them up for disappointment and thereby leads them to drop the
marketing plan altogether.
A marketing plan doesn’t have to be an extensive document or a
powerpoint presentation at all. It simply has to be written down
and referred to throughout the year. That’s it. Commit to doing
just that.
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Start small
Take a simple approach. First figure out what you want to achieve
and make sure that it is achievable. It’s perfectly OK to aim for
something specific (examples below):
I want to add 20% more NEW patients per month OR
I want to add one new referring physician partner per month
I want to add 20% NEW patients from google – that makes it
even more specific
I want to add 50 new patient reviews each month
I want to add 50 new patient reviews each month on google
reviews
I want to add 50 new patient reviews each month on
Facebook reviews..
More..

S.M.A.R.T Goals
Do you see the point here?
You are being very Specific about your goal
You are setting a goal that is Measurable
Once you write it down on paper, you are setting something
that is Attainable
Your goal is now Realistic
Your goal is time bound (each month, each week etc)
And that’s it.. You have now set up S.M.A.R.T goals.
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Now, for the plan.. Here’s an example of how you can achieve your
SMART goal “I want to add 20% more patients per month from
google”.
Let’s break this down. How would you achieve that?
First and foremost, you would need to show up in google local
search results when patients are searching for a practice like
yours. You need to show up in the first page itself or, preferably, in
the google local pack results (that small set of 3-4 search results
that google shows at the top of the page).
Once you do show up in google local search results, your practice
needs to show up as being more “trustworthy” than your
competitors that are also showing up in those search results. This
necessarily means that you have as many positive reviews as
possible and have a higher review rating than your competitors
After prospective patients deem you as more trustworthy than
your competitors in google search results, they need to be able to
book an appointment with you ASAP. Whether they “text” your
business for an appointment or call you from your google search
result listing or click on BOOK NOW button or go to your website
and request an appointment.. Whatever that method might be…
they need to be able to do so IMMEDIATELY.
So, your high level plan would be to
Show up on google search results via paid ads or SEO
Show up as more trustworthy to patients by getting patient
reviews
Leveraging various technologies / software to enable near
instant bookings from patients.

Implement your patient
acquisition ideas

How do you take your high level marketing plan and create
actionable steps out of it?
You will have your own set of goals, plans and accompanying
steps to take. Let’s walk through the example shared before.
Follow this example as a framework to set up your own marketing
goals, plans, actionable steps yourself (as a team).
Here’s what we had before
Show up on google search results via paid ads or SEO
Show up as more trustworthy to patients by getting patient
reviews
Leveraging various technologies / software to enable near
instant bookings from patients.
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How can your medical
practice show up on
google search results?
How do you take your high level marketing plan and create
actionable steps out of it?
You will have your own set of goals, plans and accompanying
steps to take. Let’s walk through the example shared before.
Follow this example as a framework to set up your own marketing
goals, plans, actionable steps yourself (as a team).
Here’s what we had before
Show up on google search results via paid ads or SEO
Show up as more trustworthy to patients by getting patient
reviews
Leveraging various technologies / software to enable near
instant bookings from patients.

A quick primer on PPC
PPC is expensive, is getting more expensive and competitive by
the day. However, done properly, they give you instant results. The
day you stop spending on PPC ads, your results stop. This doesn’t
mean that you just put up an ad on google and you’ll start
showing up on the first 3-4 ad results. You have to work hard to
show up on the top paid ad results. If your ad doesn’t get clicked
on, google will slowly stop showing your ads.
SEO does not give you instant results but it does give you long
lasting results. It takes dedication and daily/weekly work to show
up for google search results (especially on the first page).
However, as you keep working on it, the results are longer lasting.
This does not mean that once you show up / rank higher on
google search results, you’re forever going to be there. You still
have to keep working on SEO to stay on the first page of search
results.
Either way, it’s a lot of work and you need to put in the work
needed. This is where most medical practices fail. They don’t
realize that they need to work really hard towards achieving their
goals, continue working on it even after they’re beginning to see
results. They give up too easily.
No one said marketing is easy or a one time effort.
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Paid ads / PPC on google
DO keep in mind that in many markets you’re
going to be competing with ZocDoc’s ads. They
spend quite a bit on paid ads, so make sure you
understand that.
However, they won’t show just your medical
practice’s name when they show their ads. They
place ads to show up for term searches – eg “eye
doctor Bronx” or “eye doctors near me”. Their ad
will show up and if a patient clicks on their ad,
they will be shown ALL eye doctors – not just you.
If you do want to attempt to have your own PPC
ads, make sure you understand PPC well. You
can easily spend a lot of money on PPC ads.
Make sure you work with people that know how
to utilize your ad budget properly. Either hire
your own ppc expert in house or hire an agency
or freelancer that has rock solid experience in
running medical campaigns.

Levers to pull in paid advertising
There are small levers in PPC that can make or break your budget
and campaign success. Make sure you hire folks that understand
those levers.
As an example, if you’re located in Jackson heights / queens, you
know that there’s no point showing ads to folks in Brooklyn or
Bronx. Patients are not going to travel that far. That means, your
PPC campaign has to be leveraging geotargeting / geofencing to
avoid wasting money on ads shown to the wrong people. Make
sure that whoever you hire, knows small things like these.
Another example is where you can use retargeting ads (RLSA) on
people that have already visited your web page or website. Many
digital marketers forget that. Retargeting ads are dirt cheap
compared to ads for broader search terms and gives you a very
easy way to brand
yourself
plus stay
on–top
of your patient’s mind.
SURGERY
BOOKING
FORM
SURGERICAL
Keep one thing in mind – the biggest challenge you’re facing is
that your prospective patient doesn’t even know that you exist. If
they did, they’d book you directly.
Also, understand that your patient isn’t googling your services for
fun everyday. By the time they have started to google, they’re
ready to book you (or your competitors).
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When your patient is on google, your competitors stand a chance
to win your business (you have the same benefit as well).
Your goal is for the patient to think of your medical practice’s
name when they need your services.. and not go to google.
In other words, you need to be “known” to the patient long before
they actually need your medical services. Keep this in mind (aka
branding) to decide your budget on getting your name out there
as well.
So, divide your paid ads budget into
Branding
Competing for patients ready to book now
Retargeting
At a minimum, these should be the ones you consider from the
get go.

Facebook
paid ads
Think of Facebook paid ads a bit differently from the way you’d
think of google paid ads. On Facebook, patients are not actively
searching for doctors or your medical practice per se.
Facebook is unique in the sense that it does give you much
deeper insights into their users’ likes, dislikes, interests etc. You
can very well use this information available to you via Facebook
ads and target these users for your goals.
Targeting Facebook users for branding works well. What you’re
really trying to do is to get your name out there and get people to
click through and come to your website.
Once someone has visited your website, you can pretty much
follow them around the Internet and retargeting ads work
extremely well for these purposes.
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You could also allow people to book appointments using your
Facebook page “book now” button as well. However, always keep
in mind that patients are not really actively searching for your
medical services on Facebook.
One thing that works very well on Facebook is to get reviews from
existing patients. Facebook allows you to upload your customer
list (you can provide as little information as needed, to avoid
violating PHI related concerns) and create a custom audience out
of your customer list.
Once you have this custom list, you can boost (pay) your ads to
get reviews from your existing patients. Keep in mind that google
shows Facebook reviews when they show your practice search
results on the right hand side of google search results.

So, as a recap, if you want quick
results, start paying for Google and
Facebook ads to get immediate
results with calls from patients.

A quick primer on SEO

Most medical practices (even larger
groups) are told that you need a
website, a blog, multiple social media
channels etc etc.
We’re not contesting that you should, someday, have
all those. But, here’s the reality – any online presence
that you have, you need to put in a lot of work for it
to generate any return on investment (ROI) for
you.What does this translate to?
Let’s say that you don’t have a website and a medical
marketing agency or even your in-house marketing
hire tells you that you need a website… they’re only
partially correct. ust having a website does NOTHING
towards marketing your medical practice.
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JThe day you purchase the domain name and create a website –
it’s just that. Only google knows about it.. because your team
submitted the site map to google for indexing.
That’s about it. You are just one tiny sapling in an Amazonian
jungle. Even your next door neighbor wouldn’t be able to find you
on google unless they specifically type your business name and
your business domain name on the browser.
Don’t get your hopes up nor skew your expectations just based
on the fact that you now have a website.
You could have the most beautiful website or you could have the
ugliest website.. it doesn’t matter to google unless it finds your
website trustworthy enough to show your website pages in
search results.
That’s the part most doctors don’t understand, nor do marketing
agencies tell you.

So, would
you not have
a website?

That’s not what we’re recommending. Our point is that if you
have a website of even one page, that’s better than not having
one at all. But, what’s more important is that you have something
to say, a point to make, something to give to your patients…
without that, you’ll only be found when someone searches for
your doctor’s names, or searches for your practice by name…
That’s really just branded searches you aren’t being discovered
by someone that doesn’t know about you at all.
Ok, so this does sound like a lot of work. Is there no way to even
hope to win this game?
There certainly is!!! And the best part is that the bar is set really
low in healthcare. You only have to do a tiny bit better than the
next guy to win this game over them.
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So, what are the immediate steps to take?
Definitely have a website created. You don’t have to spend a
fortune on custom design for the website unless you really want
to have your brand look and feel a certain way.
Create complete profiles for each provider in your practice. In the
beginning, most of the google searches will be for provider names
as they have “some” brand name with patients. Start being found
for those doctor name searches.
Create location pages on your website plus have the google map
of that location on the web page itself. This will help you being
found for queries like “near me” for whatever specialty you’re in.
Have your business listed in relevant directories. Complete your
profile on those business directories (listed below)

What to write on the website?
Here’s the tricky part. Most hospitals completely miss this. They
are sitting on a goldmine of patient queries and patients’ chief
complaints. They are sitting on a treasure trove of patient stories.
They are sitting on a gold mine of patient (user) generated
content.
Use those. Create patient stories with consent from patients.
Create video testimonials/interviews.
Patients find you after having gone through a process of self
education about their own disease. Find their journey, write about
their journey, about their cure, about their experience with you,
about their experience after they were cured by your providers.
You are sitting on the best content generating machine in the
world and you don’t even use it!!
Next we can look at how a medical practice can show up as more
trustworthy to patients by getting patient reviews
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Business directories that helps
medical marketing / SEO
Here are some directories to keep in mind and get listed on
Google Business
Bing
Yelp
CareDash
RateMds
Vitals
HealthGrades
ZocDoc

Claiming a listing online verifies that you’re the owner of a valid
business (your practice) and are authorized to maintain its
presence on the web. Each online local business index has its own
claiming process with unique steps to verify your listing.
Moz has a great step by step process and dos and don’ts in detail
(read here)
By doing these things, at least you’re on the map.. These also help
you to be found in local google searches. That’s critical.
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How a medical
practice can
show up as
more trustworthy
to patients by
getting patient
reviews
One of the biggest contributors to being found near the top of
search results, in google search results “local pack “ and also to
compete effectively with the several other choices that patients
have – PATIENT REVIEWS.
You can, of course, choose to have reviews on various websites like
zocdoc, ratemds, healthgrades, caredash , Yelp etc, but in our
opinion, nothing trumps google reviews and Facebook reviews.
That’s our opinion.
Most doctors do believe that they are providing great, quality
patient care. We don’t doubt that. If you are very sure about this,
go right ahead and implement the ideas we share below to start
collecting patient reviews.
If you have any doubts about how your medical practice is viewed
by patients, take some time to go through patient satisfaction
surveys. Even if you are doing extremely well on patient reviews,
you should, from time to time, engage in patient satisfaction
surveys – just so you are in touch with reality and can identify
issues that might have come up in your practice without you
being aware of the same.

Getting patient reviews is
so, so easy – JUST ASK !!
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Few steps you can take
today to get patient reviews
At the end of each patient visit (yes, we said EACH patient visit),
ask them if they are happy and ask them to leave a review for you.
It’s as simple as asking “If you get some time, would you please
leave us a review on Google or facebook? We would greatly
appreciate your feedback”. SIMPLE. That’s it – and it takes 30
seconds. Granted, most patients will forget it as soon as they leave
your practice, but at least you will get SOME reviews.. That’s more
than what you currently have ! And it is worth it.
If you don’t feel comfortable asking for patient reviews, you can
very easily hand the patient a “Thank you for visiting” card which
also has your practice’s google or facebook details. On the back of
this card, you can very easily ask “Please leave us a review. We
would greatly appreciate your feedback”.
If you do not want to spend money on postcards (yes, the costs do
add up), then you can very easily email patients each day. You
could have your staff set aside 30 mins at the end of the day to
send our emails to all the patients of the day with something as
simple as “How did we do today? Please leave us your feedback
on Google or Facebook . We would appreciate your feedback”.
This does require your front desk to collect patient emails
diligently.
If your front desk staff is not good at collecting patient emails, you
could very easily send patients SMS asking for reviews. A simple
SMS like “Hi Sally, Could you please give us your feedback on
Google or Facebook ? We really appreciate it!”
Trust us – you will start seeing results and you will eventually want
to automate collecting patient reviews by leveraging technology
(here are some key features to look for). Here are some tips and
tricks on how to get more patient reviews.
Now that your patient is finding you online, do
not lose their attention. This is your moment
to shine. Make it SUPER easy for them to book
an appointment with your providers. PLEASE,
Oh please do not make them jump through
hoops to get an appointment.
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Improve patient access
with near instant online
appointments
Patients have changed the way they shop for healthcare. They
have changed the way they look for doctors. Patients have very
little patience these days.
When a patient is looking for a doctor and your business listing
does show up, you need to allow your patient to request an
appointment online – while they are searching.
Trust us – after requesting an appointment with your practice,
these patients are moving on to your competitor’s listing and
requesting an appointment online with them.
That’s how fickle patients are – they have very little patience for
waiting.

Let’s talk about two of them here
1. Google book now
2. Facebook book now

How to use Google book now button to
get patient appointments
You can enable Google book now by following these steps here
and here. Keep in mind that it does ask you to sign up with one of
their approved scheduling partners. If you don’t have an account
with one of the partners, you should sign up. There aren’t many
partners that actually support HIPAA compliance, so be careful
about the ones you choose.
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You can also use our free booking tool that works with
Google Book Now button as well.
Another way to enable booking is via Google messaging. Read
more about it here. Do keep in mind that to enable this, you have
to turn on Google messaging. Here’s how you do it (read this link)
and keep in mind that you do need to respond within 24 hours of
receiving a message from a customer (or potential patient).
There is no risk to enabling the book now button nor any risk in
enabling google messaging. Just because a patient asked for a
specific appointment date/time doesn’t force you to agree to that
date/time. You can always call the patient and reschedule based
on an available appointment date/time. It’s that simple.

How to use Facebook book now
button to get patient appointments
Facebook is not far away in this game either. You can enable
Facebook book now button quite easily – all you have to do is to
set up your availability, list the “services” that you cater to (e.g.
retinal surgery, glaucoma, Primary Vision Care, Allergy Eye Care,
Cancer Care, Cataract Surgery, Corneal Surgery etc) and just set
up the patient reminders..
That’s it.
Facebook also allows you various options with the Book Now
button. You can direct patients to your website, use one of their
scheduling partners or set up (as mentioned above) your schedule
on Facebook itself.
Facebook has messaging features similar to what Google has as
well. Your patients can send you facebook messages via the
Facebook messenger. This does not necessarily mean that you or
your staff have to sit around with the facebook messenger tool
open all day long. Unlike Google Messaging which has not opened
its messaging API yet, Facebook integrates via tools like zapier to
email or SMS you those messages. This makes it really useful
because Facebook messages can be integrated directly into your
daily workflow.
Wasn’t that easy?
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Want to get started?

Our software and services help providers
reduce operational expenses, increase
collections, improve patient outreach and
patient experience. Healthcare organizations
rely on us for call center solutions, healthcare
software services, healthcare BPO, medical
billing, revenue cycle management solutions.

USA: 134 N 4th St, 2nd Flr,
Brooklyn, NY 11249.
Tel : +1-844-900-2523
Fax: +1-855-453-7846

India: 201/202, Lakhani
Centrium, Sector 15, Navi
Mumbai, 400614.
Tel : 22-4127-0688
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